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Dear Readers,
With the sixth issue of The International Diplomat in
your hands I am happy to say that we have now secured
our place as a ‘must read’ magazine for the diplomatic and
the business community in the UAE. I say this because of
the increased number of phone calls, emails and feedback
that we are now receiving from Embassies, Consulates and
Business Councils not only giving us their valuable feedback
and suggestions on what they would like to see covered
in the future issues but also appreciating what we have
been doing and requesting more copies for their records.
I am glad to see that the relationship between our magazine and the diplomatic
and business community of the UAE is growing steadily and The International
Diplomat has now become a platform and a medium that connects us all.
We are always guided by your suggestions and feedback, and our diplomatic news
and international affairs features have been receiving the most positive feedback
in addition to the ever popular photo pages that showcase the lighter side of
diplomacy. This month we bring you latest news coverage and articles highlighting
some of the major international events that are taking place around the world.
Topping the agenda is of course the long awaited pullout from Afghanistan which
was recently announced by NATO and the United States. Let’s hope that this paves
the way for peace in the region.
In the UAE this month had some interesting events from Germany, Venezuela
and South Africa. The delightful food festival hosted by the Thai Ambassador at
the Sadiyat Island was also a special treat. An important event on the diplomatic
circuit around the world was HM The Queen’s birthday and celebrations were
held globally to mark this momentous occasion. In the UAE British Embassies
both in Abu Dhabi and Dubai hosted impressive ceremonies that were attended by
the “who’s who” of the UAE society. I had the pleasure of attending the British
Embassy event in Dubai because it also happened to be an occasion that marked an
end to the illustrious tenure of the British Consul General H.E Guy Warrington. I
take this opportunity to wish him well for his future endeavors.
I have lots more to share but I guess I will leave it for when we meet at one of the
forthcoming diplomatic receptions so that we can do so in person!
So, until then, I hope you enjoy the magazine.
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Diplomatic News

News this month

Britain Marks 100 Days to the
London Olympics in style
In the UAE, the British Embassies in Abu
Dhabi and Dubai marked the 100 Days
to go to the London Olympic Games in
partnership with different local communities
across the UAE.
In Abu Dhabi, The British Ambassador
Dominic Jermey unveiled a mural on the
wall by Embassy’s entrance which picks up
themes of the UK and the UAE together at
the Olympics and is based on a fusion of
mini masterpieces by children from schools
across Abu Dhabi of varied ages, nationalities
and backgrounds. Those children won “The
Olympics Through Your Eyes” competition
for school students which was organized
by The British Embassy in Abu Dhabi in

In Ras Al Khaimah, A team from the
British Embassy Dubai led by Mr Ian
Gibbons, Deputy Consul General held today
the ground breaking ceremony for a new
sports facility at Masafi Waterfalls House in
Ras Al Khaimah. The event was attended by
the owner of Masafi Waterfall House Mr Ali
Al Mehrizi, the Project Manager Ms. Muna
Hareb, members of the local community
in Ras Al Khaimah and Masafi town
communities.
The regeneration of the central sports
facility with improved amenities is in line
with the Embassy’s wider objective of
using the spirit of the Olympics to bring
communities together. It is hoped the new

collaboration with the British Council and
Abu Dhabi Education Council.
The Embassy event was attended by the
winning children, their parents and the
liaison teacher from each school in addition
to journalists, representatives of the British
Business Groups and British Embassy staff.
Prizes with a connection to 2012 games
were presented to the children as a token of
appreciation from the Embassy.
At the event, the British Ambassador
Dominic Jermey said: “I really enjoyed
having some of the children and artists
present today when I unveiled the finished
piece. Nothing beats the creative imagination
of children. I’m delighted the British Embassy
in the UAE will have a lasting reminder of
what promises to be the greatest sporting
event in the world.”

facilities will be regularly used by the Masafi
residents and visitors alike. The first phase of
the project is scheduled for completion on
May 21st, 2012
At the ceremony Mr Gibbons said: “This
project in Masafi has brought together the
efforts of the British Embassy Olympic Team’
and the local community in Ras al Khaimah
and is our contribution to the lasting legacy
of the Games. I am sure it will result in more
than just a useful community facility and help
to cement our already strong relationship
with the Northern Emirates of the UAE”.
Mr Mehrizi said: “The UAE is home to
195 nationalities that live in peace. I have
been welcoming people at Masafi Waterfalls
House for the past 30 years regardless of
nationality, race, ethnicity and gender. We
appreciate our partnership with the British

H.E. Dominic Jermey
British Ambassador in UAE

On the 27th July, 2012 all eyes will be
on the United Kingdom as the Olympic
Games begin in London. Around the world,
one hundred British Embassies and High
Commissions are celebrating 100 days
countdown until the London 2012 Olympic
Games. From Riga to Rangoon, Kingston to
Kuala Lumpur, British diplomats will join
Olympic and Paralympic athletes and local
people to celebrate the greatest sporting
show on earth.
Speaking to mark the 100 day
milestone, Foreign Office Minister for
the Olympic and Paralympic Games
Jeremy Browne said: “I’m delighted that
British Embassies around the world have
come together to mark 100 days to go to
the Opening Ceremony of the greatest
show on earth, the London 2012 Olympic
Games. I am extremely proud that by
working with British businesses and using
British engineering, design, creativity
and ingenuity, we have completed the
Olympic venues on time and within
budget. The Olympic Park is a testament
to British excellence, using architectural
vision, cutting edge materials, and
manufacturing expertise. With 100 days
to go, we are ready to welcome the world!”
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Embassy Olympic Team in Dubai to elevate
Masafi Waterfall House to the next level for
the sake of the local community”.
Elsewhere, To celebrate the UK’s role in
the birth of the modern Olympic movement,
a total of 40 ‘Coubertin Oaks’ oak trees are
being planted at venues around the UK.
Trees grown from acorns taken from an oak
planted in 1890 during the visit of the founder
of the modern Olympic Movement, Pierre
de Coubertin, to the Wenlock Olympian
Games will be planted at Kew Gardens;
William Brookes School in Much Wenlock,
Shropshire; the Forestry Commission’s
National Arboretum; and at the UPS London
Central Centre, in Camden. Twenty-six Get
Set schools will also plant oaks as part of this
project. IOC President Jacques Rogge said:
‘Organising the Olympics is a team effort and
over the next hundred days, people from all
walks of life and from all around the world
will play their part in helping to make London
2012 a Games that will inspire a generation.
From the athletes refining their technique, to
the volunteers learning about their roles, to
the torchbearers carrying the Olympic flame

and the people supporting them as they go,
each and every one of them is playing their
part in making these a Games to remember.
Around the world, the excitement is growing

and expectations are high but I am confident
that Britain and London will deliver a great
sporting event and a warm welcome too.’
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United Kingdom

Australia

Prime Minister
Receives Australian
Governor General

HM Queen’s Birthday Celebrated
in UAE & Around the World
United Kingdom: Worldwide celebrations were held to mark the 86th birthday of H.M.
Queen Elizabeth and British embassies around the world hosted impressive ceremonies to mark
the momentous occasion. Back in the UK, the day started with a 62-gun salute by The Royal
Gibraltar Regiment at the Tower of London. The Royal Navy fired a 21-gun salute at the entrance
to Portsmouth Harbour on the south coast and the King’s Troop Royal Horse Artillery fired a
41-gun salute from London’s Hyde Park. Here in the UAE, British Embassies in both Abu Dhabi
and Dubai hosted impeccable diplomatic receptions to mark the occasion with Ambassador H.E.
Dominic Jermey, and Consul General H.E. Guy Warrington leading the celebrations in Abu Dhabi
and Dubai respectively. (See photo feature on page 26 to 29 )

Abu Dhabi: H.H. Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President
and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler
of Dubai, received the Australian Governor
General, H.E. Quentin Bryce and her
spouse at Al Bahr Palace in Dubai. Both
leaders discussed the bilateral relations
between Australia and the UAE and agreed
to expand cooperation in trade, commerce,
cultural and scientific fields. The Australian
Governor General hailed the phenomenal
progress witnessed by the UAE in all fields,
particularly in education and infrastructure
sectors.

US ELECTION

Clinton to Support Obama’s Election Campaign
US: According to reports US President Obama may have
to rely on Former President Bill Clinton to support him in
election fundraisers due to the huge popularity that Clinton
still has with Democratic supporters. It is expected that the
two men will appear together at fundraising events that are
being organised by mutual friends in an effort to give a much
needed boost to the Obama re-election campaign. Although
earlier reports had indicated some strains on the relationship
between the two Presidents, these were quickly brushed aside.
Bill Clinton’s wife and the US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
have been instrumental in making the joint fundraising effort
possible. This is likely to greatly support President Obama
whose support is likely to soar with Bill Clinton by his side. A
campaign video has already been released in which Clinton is
seen appreciating Obama’s leadership skills.
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UNITED STATES

General Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Receives
US Naval Secretary
Abu Dhabi: His Highness
General Sheikh Mohammed
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown
Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy
Supreme Commander of the
UAE Armed Forces received
the US Naval Secretary, Mr Ray
Mabus at Al Bateen Palace in Abu
Dhabi. During the meeting both
leaders reviewed the defence
relations between both countries
and expressed satisfaction over
their growing ties of friendship.
They also discussed ways to
enhance relations in defence,
naval and military ties. The
meeting was also attended by
the UAE Ambassador to the US,
Yousif Mana Al Otaiba, and other
senior officials in addition to the
US delegation accompanying the
Naval Secretary.

Spain

Foreign Minister Meets King of Spain and Opens New Embassy
in Madrid
Spain: During his visit to Spain the UAE
Foreign Minister called on H.M. King Juan
Carlos of Spain to discuss the bilateral relations
between the two countries. The meeting was also
attended by The Spanish Minister of Foreign
Affairs and Cooperation, Jose Manuel Margallo
and the UAE Ambassador to Madrid , Dr Hasa
Abdullah Al Otaibah. While in Spain Sheikh
Abdullah opened the new UAE embassy building
in Madrid in the presence of the Spanish Minister
of Foreign Affairs. Sheikh Abdullah said relations
between the two countries had witnessed huge
progress, thanks to the keen efforts of President
H.H. Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan and
H.M. King Juan Carlos. A number of bilateral
agreements provide an excellent framework that
will enable further progress. Sheikh Abdullah
also underlined cooperation between the two
countries in military, economic, commercial
and advanced technology fields, including the
Gemasolar Concentrated Solar Power (GSP)
project.
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UAE - GCC

GCC Ministerial Council Expresses Solidarity with
UAE Over Island Issue

Doha: The GCC Ministerial Council has
expressed its solidarity with the UAE after
its 39th meeting in Doha, Qatar under the
chairmanship of Prince Saud Al-Faisal,
Foreign Minister of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. The meeting took place in the
presence of GCC Secretary General Dr
Abdul Latif Al Zayani. The Council stressed
that any transgression of the sovereignty

and any interference in the domestic
affairs of any member state is considered
as transgression of the sovereignty, and
interference in, the domestic affairs of
all member states of the Council. The
Council reiterated its full solidarity with
the UAE and with any moves it takes to
regain its rights and sovereignty over its
occupied islands. The Council demanded

that Iran put an end to its occupation of
the islands and respond to the UAE’s calls
to find a peaceful and just solution, either
through bilateral negotiations or referral
to the International Court of Justice. Based
on the GCC’s approaches for building
balanced good neighbourly relations with
Iran, the GCC also stressed that enhancing
regional relations should be based on
mutual respect of the sovereignty of other
states, non-interference in their domestic
affairs, balanced rhetoric and on tackling
common concerns in a serious and sincere
way. These principles provide the sound
foundations for steadfast relations among
states and peoples, as well as for avoiding
the consequences of instability of this
important region on global security and
peace. Earlier, the UAE Minister of State
for Foreign Affairs, Dr Mohammed Anwar
Al Gargash said that the UAE will pursue a
diplomatic resolution of the issue and called
on Iran to enter into negotiations with the
UAE over the three islands, occupied by
Iran, and to refrain from using arrogant
language. The Minister expressed his
confidence at the solidity of the UAE historic
and legal attitude because ‘ it is based on
realistic and tangible historic evidence
that proves UAE ownership of the islands’.
(Courtesy WAM )

Germany

Germany and the UAE Agree to Boost Bilateral Relations
The General Assembly of the German
Emirati Joint Council for Industry and
Commerce held a meeting in Abu Dhabi
recently to undertake a series of steps
aimed at giving a boost to economic, trade
and investment relations between the two
countries. The meeting was attended by
H.E Mohammed Ahmed bin Abdul Aziz Al
Shihhi, Undersecretary of the UAE Ministry
of Economy and H.E. Nicolai Von Schoepff,
Ambassador of the Federal Republic of
Germany to UAE, Dr Jurgen Friedrich,
CEO Germany Trade and Invest (GTAI),
Dieter Rosenthal, Member of the Board SMS
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Siemag AG, Technology and Training Centre
“Made in Germany”. Germany is already one
of the UAE’s major trading partners and the
volume of trade between both countries was
estimated to be around $11 billion in 2011.
The discussions highlighted the importance
of capitalising on the growing trade relations
between the UAE and Germany and
sought to explore and identify investment
opportunities for German companies and
investors in the UAE . The meeting also
explored the best ways for the two nations
to further develop trade ties and create
investment partnerships in the near future.

news this month

DUBAI - UAE

40 Countries Attend Annual Investment Meeting in Dubai

Dubai: The Annual Investment Meeting
2012 was organized by the UAE Ministry
of Foreign Trade between 1st - 3rd May
in Dubai. The Conference attracted over
4,000 delegates that hailed from over 40
countries. High level delegations led by
Ministers from emerging economies around
the world also included businessmen and
senior officials. Speaking on the occasion
the UAE Minister for Foreign Trade Sheikh
Lubna Bint Khalid Al Qasimi said ”UAE
today serves as a promotion platform
for foreign economies through hosting
major international investment promotion
conferences UAE provides an opportunity
for bringing investors from all corners of
the world closer. Sheikha Lubna made her
remarks at a meeting with ministers and top
officials from countries participating at the
Annual Investment Meeting 2012 (AIM).
The minister also chaired Ministerial
Networking Roundtable during she gave
an overview of the UAE economy, saying
foreign trade had surpassed one trillion
Dirhams in 2011. She also underlined the
UAE’s sincere interest in building long-term
economic and cooperation partnerships
with other countries of the world to serve
mutual benefits and deliver aspirations of

people for fair and sustainable development.
AIM is the world’s first Emerging Markets
FDI-focused event to offer a perfect blend
of trade fair and intellectual features
aimed at enriching Institutional, corporate
and individual investors attending with
a comprehensive set of guidelines for
their future investment decisions in high
growth regions. Established as the new
staple for foreign trade and FDI, AIM

attracts a mix of high profile government
officials, private asset owners and project
promoters from all across the globe.AIM
targets fast transforming economies,
emerging countries and industries with
the most anticipated growth factor and
will enhance their potential by providing
a strategic platform that delivers readyto-invest showcases and how-to-invest
methodologies.
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Diplomatically Speaking

Former PM of malaysia

Javed Malik

Tun Abdullah Ahmad Badawi

Former Prime Minister of Malaysia & Chairman of OIC

Javed Malik, Editor-in-Chief and Lisa Crowther, Deputy Editor of The International Diplomat, spoke
exclusively to Tun Abdullah Ahmad Badawi who, having served as the Prime Minister of Malaysia
(2003-2009), is also a former Chairman of the Organization of Islamic Countries (OIC) and the
founding patron of the World Islamic Economic Forum (WIEF). The wide-ranging discussion
covered the economic reforms that brought phenomenal development to Malaysia as well as the role
the OIC and the WIEF can play in bringing unity and prosperity to the Muslim world.
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communication. You need to know how to
use communication and what it is that you
want to put across.

As Chairman of the
Organization of Islamic
Countries (OIC)
The Diplomat: As you are a former
Chairman of the Organization of Islamic
Countries (OIC), I would like to ask
you why it is that, while on the one hand
there is enormous wealth in the Muslim
world, but poverty, lack of education
and underdevelopment continue to be
prevalent. Secondly, there is a general lack
of unity. What role can the OIC play in
addressing these challenges?

Development in Malaysia
The Diplomat: You were the Former
PM of Malaysia for many years and, as a
seasoned economist, played a significant
role in the successful growth of the
Malaysian economy. Today, we know
Malaysia as a modern progressive Islamic
country. How was this achieved?
Former PM Badawi: We have worked
very hard in Malaysia. We always follow
a five-year plan so people know what you
are going to achieve in those five years.
Once our plan is finalized and approved
we allocate an appropriate budget that will
enable us to implement those plans, and
then we are dedicated to ensuring that we
achieve what we have planned for. After
five years, we review the progress and what
we have achieved. We also have long-term
plans and there are some plans that may be
on a 20-year programme, but we still review
our progress every five years.
Another important factor is democracy.
We hold elections every five years and we
follow the rules of the game. There has
never been a time when we have skipped an
election. We also maintain good relations
among religions – between Muslims,
Christians, and Hindus – and generally
there is unity among the nation as a whole.
We also have a policy called “constructive
engagement” to facilitate good relations with
our neighbours. Engagement is important
and so is contentment. We will engage
with all our neighbours. When you have a
successful model, everyone wants to follow
it. So, to summarize, all that you see is due
to democracy and effective planning and we
have worked very hard, otherwise we would
not be where we are.

Human Capital Development
The Diplomat: You were here to address
the Sharjah Government Communications
Forum. What was the main focus of your
presentation?

Former PM Badawi: I tried to focus on
the world’s poorer countries as I hope that,
by equipping people with knowledge and
values, a term I refer to as ‘Human Capital
Development’, I can help propel a country
forward and alleviate poverty. In order to
avoid the poverty trap we need to grow our
people before we can grow our economy
with education - a panacea to the world’s
ills. I also focused on the subject of human
capital development and spoke about Islam
and the Muslim problems of poverty, of our
children lacking in education and on poor
economies. I wanted to remind people that
we have so many problems. It is important
that we talk about this. We know that the
West is looking at us from a very negative
perspective that doesn’t please us, such as
the idea that Muslims are prone to violence
and demonstrations. I mentioned that the
Muslim world needs to communicate and
that we need to communicate between
Muslims. I believe in the power of

Former PM Badawi: I think there is a
realisation that these problems exist but
what baffles me is that we are not doing
enough to address the issues we are facing. If
you are talking about unity, on the political
side we lack unity. We sometimes feel that
member states are also driven by their own
national interests. While we do talk about
all these issues, when it comes to making
our presence felt, at times some nations cast
their votes based more on their national
considerations as opposed to those of the
Muslim world as a whole. I think more
efforts are needed to address this challenge.
During my tenure we focused on building
a strong economic face for the OIC and
worked on building consensus on many
economic challenges and I must say that
we made progress on many fronts. I firmly
believe that we have to address poverty, lack
of education and what we can do together
to bring about changes that can be felt
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Lisa Crowther

across the Muslim world especially so that
the poorer countries can feel the change
touching them. Let me also share with
you that, in addition to chairing the OIC, I
was also the founding patron of the World
Islamic Economic Forum (WIEF). Many
initiatives have been launched from this
platform which are aimed at both economic
development and promoting unity.
The Diplomat: There
is some criticism of the
OIC. Although it is an
important organization,
do you think that the
Western World takes the
OIC seriously?
PrimeMinister Badawi:
Indeed,
the
world
recognizes the existence
of the OIC and
regards it as an
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important platform that not only brings the
Muslim world together but also enables it to
express its members’ concerns and issues.
The world community works closely with
the OIC and we cooperate and consult with
each other on major world issues. However,
there are a lot of problems that we see in
our world today. There are many wars,
conflicts and issues of extremism that are
affecting the Muslim world. The OIC raises
these issues and highlights the plight of its
member states, many of whom are victims
of conspiracies. However, there is a lot more
that can be done and there is always room
for improvement and I think this is part of
the development of an organization which
is evolving and responding to the growing
needs of its member states.
The Diplomat: But do you really think
that the OIC represents the sentiments
of Muslims living around the world,

especially with all the wars happening in
Muslim countries from Palestine to Iraq to
Afghanistan and now Syria and Iran?
Former PM Badawi: You ask a valid
question. Yes, the ordinary people that
work in shops, in workshops, in restaurants
and those on the street do ask about what is
happening in the OIC and what is it doing
to address their issues. Some people also
express dissatisfaction over the way things
are being handled. This is indeed an issue
we face, but at the same time they have to
understand that ultimately it all comes down
to the political strength that you have on
a global scale. What people say is that we
don’t have the political strength, or the kind
of unity, that will make us strong. The OIC
continues to work with its member states
and the world at large to resolve conflicts
and to ensure that a better understanding
between the Muslim world and the world
at large can be promoted. It will continue

Interview

World Islamic Economic Forum

its efforts to address the challenges that
the Muslim world faces internally, such as
poverty, illiteracy and underdevelopment as
well as the challenges that face us globally.

Lack of Unity in the Muslim
World
The Diplomat: How can better unity be
promoted within the Muslim world?
Former PM Badawi:
Unity is vital as
it makes you strong. However, we have to
think of every aspect, not just in terms of
war. Strength must be all around. We must
have economic strength. Poverty has to be
eradicated, which is equally important. Our
people must be given education everywhere,
not just in the capitals. There is something
lacking that has to be addressed. We have to
make sure that efforts are made to ensure an
equitable distribution of quality opportunity
and investment everywhere.

The Diplomat: You are the founding
patron of the World Islamic Economic
Forum. What is the objective of the Forum
and how does it work to support economic
development in the Muslim world?
Former PM Badawi: The World Islamic
Economic Forum (WIEF) was established
in 2003 following an OIC central agenda on
business and trade at the 10th OIC Summit
held in Malaysia. The subsequent OIC
Business Forum held its inaugural session
to provide a global business platform for the
Muslim world. The session was an instant
success and provided, for the first time, a
credible ‘economic face’ to the OIC. WIEF
works to enhance the economic well-being
of the people of Muslim nations and Muslim
communities worldwide through increasing
trade and business activities. WIEF promotes
the ideal that business partnerships help to
build bridges towards peace and prosperity
between the Muslim and non-Muslim
worlds. It promotes the Muslim world as a
lucrative trade and investment area equipped
to attract foreign investors and business
partners from various countries worldwide.
Additionally, the WIEF Businesswomen
Network (WBN) was mooted at the

inaugural Forum in 2005. The idea stems
from the premise that women constitute a
very important segment of society and thus
must be given due recognition for their
economic contribution to the Muslim world.
The WBN aims to provide a networking
berth for female entrepreneurs across the
world, especially in Muslim countries and
societies. WIEF places a lot of importance
on education and accordingly, the WIEF
Education Trust (WET) was launched during
the 2nd WIEF in Islamabad, Pakistan in
2006. WET was established on the premise
that education is the most important pillar
in every society and that the fate and future
of a community lie in the quality and
availability of education to its people. WET
aims to garner support and resources from
the Muslim world to provide educational
opportunities to the people at large. We also
have a number of other initiatives.

The Phenomenal Success of the
UAE
The Diplomat: The growth and
development in the UAE has been
phenomenal. How do you view it?
Former PM Badawi: What has happened
in the UAE is fantastic. There is so much
change and it has happened so fast. The
speed of the development is phenomenal. I
cannot recall another country anywhere on
the globe that has brought about this kind of
development in such a short time. One must
pay tribute to the leadership of the UAE for
their vision and the people of this country
and many expatriates that live here who
worked hard to realize the vision of their
leaders. You see this is a perfect example
of how people can come together, unite and
achieve success. There is participation from
every part of the world and they have all
worked together to build up this country and
this region, and that is good. We should all
work together.
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German Day of Unity

Abu dhabi - uae

germany

Officials with H.E. Nikolai von Schoepff, Ambassador of Germany and H.E. Dr Johannes Beermann, State
Minister and Chief of the State Chancellery of the Free State of Saxony

German Day
of Unity
The Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany,
H.E. Nikolai von Schoepff and Mrs Rita Lansley hosted the
German Day of Unity. H.E. Dr Johannes Beermann, State
Minister and Chief of the State Chancellery of the Free State
of Saxony and the UAE Minister of Energy were present on
the occasion. Were also present were many members of the
German business community.

Ambassadors in official lineup

More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us

Ambassadors in official lineup

H.E. Nikolai von Schoepff, Ambassador of Germany during his address
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Official Photo with H.E. Nikolai von Schoepff, Ambassador of Germany and
H.E. Dr Johannes Beermann, State Minister and Chief of the State Chancellery
of the Free State of Saxony

photo feature

H.E. Dr Johannes Beermann, State Minister and Chief of the State
Chancellery of the Free State of Saxony during speech

H.E. Jaime Leitao, Ambassador of Portugal with spouse Margaret Hurtado, Embassy of USA

H.E. Hodnebo Bjerke, Ambassador of Norway with spouse H.E. Md. Nazmul Quanine,
Ambassador of Bangladesh

Brenda Oosthuizen, Embassy of South Africa and Baroness
Alexandra von Hahn, Embassy of Germany

H.E. Ilkka-Pekka Simila, Ambassador of Finland H.E. Yacoob
Abba Omar, Ambassador of South Africa

Astrid Hase and Volker Vahrenkamp
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Diplomatically Speaking

Ambassador of France

H.E.
Alain
Azouaou
Ambassador of France to the UAE
The International Diplomat
spoke exclusively to the
Ambassador of France to
the United Arab Emirates
and discussed with him the
bilateral relations between
both countries and how
the strategic partnership
between France and UAE has
evolved over the years.

the UAE to this summit so they could present
their vision and views on several subjects.
On the strategic level, our joint commitment
in the OTAN’s operation called “Unified
Protector” in Libya reflects the high level of
trust that has been reached. On the military
level, the inauguration in 2009 of a French
military base in Abu Dhabi (the only foreign
permanent military base in the UAE) also
shows the high quality of our partnership.
On the economic level, more than 300 French
firms are present in the UAE, which has become
our most important commercial partner in the
region, together with Saudi Arabia.
Finally, on the educational and cultural
levels, France is helping the UAE to
building a knowledge economy with several
joint projects. Paris Sorbonne Abu Dhabi
University; the Louvre Museum, which is
under construction and will open to the
public in 2015; and the partnership with the
Lycée Louis le Grand.
The Diplomat: When did diplomatic
relations between France and the UAE
begin and how has this relationship evolved
over the years?
The Ambassador: Our diplomatic relations
started in 1971 with the creation of the
Federation of the UAE and since then, they
have witnessed an important evolution,
driven by H.H. Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan
Al Nahayan and French President Valéry
Giscard d’Estaing. Over the past 10 years,
our relations have developed considerably
in all fields – political, military, economic,
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educational and cultural – and the UAE
represent today a strategic partner to France
in the region.
The Diplomat: What would you say are
the main areas of cooperation between
France and the UAE?
The Ambassador: Our cooperation, and
that is what makes it exceptional, is not only
important but also extremely diversified.
On the political level, we maintain a regular
dialogue at the highest level and France,
which hosted the G20 last year, chose to invite

The Diplomat: The UAE has established
itself as a hub of business and trade. What
is the commercial relationship between
France and the UAE and what initiatives
are being taken to enhance business and
trade relations between the two countries?
How do you see these relations developing
in the future?
The Ambassador: France sees the UAE as
its key partner in the Gulf region and in the
Middle East as a whole. Over the years, our
two countries have built a sound commercial
relationship and we are willing to deepen

Interview

Over the years, our two
countries have built a sound
commercial relationship
and we are willing to deepen
our economic ties
our economic ties. For instance, in 2011
we expected a 5 to 8 percent increase of our
exports to the UAE compared with 2010.
Our objectives are supported by numerous
entities which aim to strengthen France’s
economic and trade relations with the UAE.
Firstly, within the Embassy, the Economic
Department is dedicated to enhancing our
bilateral dialogue. Dubai-based UBIFRANCE
is in charge of boosting France’s commercial
presence by bringing support to French SMEs
that are looking for business opportunities
in the Federation. The goal of the “Invest in
France Agency” in Abu Dhabi has as a goal to
foster Emirati investments in France. Lastly
the French Business Group of Abu Dhabi
along with the French Business Council of
Dubaï work to build valuable relationships
with the UAE’s business community.
The Diplomat: Are there any proposed
high level visits between UAE and your
country?
The Ambassador: We have regular visits
at a high level between our two countries.
Our Prime Minister, Mr François Fillon,
was here in February 2011, and H.H. Sheikh
Mohammad bin Zayed Al Nahyan went
to Paris in May and September 2011.
In October 2011, Sheikha Lubna bint
Khalid Al Qasimi, Minister of Foreign
Trade discussed with her French
counterpart ways of enhancing
bilateral cooperation as the UAE is
considered an important strategic
partner for France in the Middle
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cultural enhancement and respect between
the various communities coexisting in this
country that is well-known for its tolerance
and openness.
The Diplomat: What business, trade and
investment opportunities does France offer
to prospective investors? Do you offer any
incentives to attract foreign investment?
The Ambassador: As a knowledge-based
and innovation-oriented economy, France
offers great prospects to foreign investors. Our
country is made up of 71 clusters dedicated to
R&D and we have set up the best research and
development tax incentive available in Europe.
Through comprehensive reforms we are doing

Invest in France Agency in
Abu Dhabi has as a goal to
foster Emirati investments
in France

East. The Minister of Higher Education, M.
Luc Chatel visited Abu Dhabi, stopping by the
Emirati School Al Mawaheb and Sorbonne
Abu Dhabi University.
The Minister praised the distinguished
relations between France and the UAE in
all fields. He underlined the fact that such
excellent relations exist between the two
countries and are reflected in educational
and cultural ties between the two countries.
International conferences such as G20 have
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also been an opportunity for several meetings.
The Diplomat: Several French citizens are
resident in the UAE. What are their numbers
and how do they contribute towards the
development of the UAE?
The Ambassador: 15,000 French citizens
are resident in the UAE, 10,000 in Dubai
and 5000 in Abu Dhabi. They all contribute
efficiently to the economic development
of this country within a context of mutual

Interview

our utmost to attract foreign investments.
For instance, we abolished two taxes which
impeded business development: the Stock
Exchange Tax and the Annual Fixed Tax.
The Diplomat: What are the main tourist
attractions in your country? How do you
encourage potential visitors to experience them?
The Ambassador: As you may know,
France is a premier tourist destination in the
world! It seems to me impossible to give an
all-comprehensive list of our attractions. Let
me just mention the magic of Paris (the City
of Lights), the Côte d’Azur region, and the
numerous ski resorts located in the RhôneAlpes region, such as Meribel and Deauville
in Normandie. It is worth mentioning that the
Disneyland Resort Paris is a first-class tourist
attraction in France and across Europe.
France has various tourist assets and the
“Atout France agency” in Dubaï aims at
fostering them abroad through events and
publications. So as to comply with tourists’
high expectations regarding hotel standards,
we have updated our hotel classification
system. Indeed, there is now a five-star and

“palace” class to identify luxury hotels that
provide first-class service.
The Diplomat: Anything else you would
like to tell us about France?
The Ambassador: In forty years, our
countries have learned to understand one
another. The relation of confidence and the
human relation that has been built between
our two countries is our most precious asset
for constructing the future together.
The Diplomat: What industries are the
majority of French people working here
involved in?
The Ambassador: French people do like
living in the UAE, that is why there is a
significant French community here. To date,
nearly 15, 000 French citizens are registered
at our Consulates in Abu Dhabi and Dubaï.
Among the French community, there are
engineers, doctors and teachers. Our fellow
citizens hold high positions in various sectors
such as the oil and gas industry, finance, the
luxury goods market, the distribution and in
the service industry.

“French Business
Group of Abu
Dhabi along with
the French Business
Council of Dubaï
work on building
up valuable
relationships with
the UAE’s business
community”
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International Feature

US NATO

United States & NATO

Finalise Plans to End Afghan War

T

he United States and its allies in
NATO have finalized agreements to
wind down the war in Afghanistan.
President Obama is expected to announce
at a NATO Summit (scheduled to be held in
Chicago on May 20 and 21) that by 2013 the
allied nations in Afghan war are preparing plans
to pull out from the front lines in Afghanistan.
After a day of meetings at NATO
headquarters, the three crucial commitments
that US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and
Defence Secretary Leon E. Panetta require to
be formalized by the allies are:
•
To increasingly move the Afghans into
a lead combat role;
•
To keep some international troops in
Afghanistan beyond 2014, the year all
American forces are supposed to be home;
•
To pay billions of dollars a year to
support the Afghan security forces.
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Commenting on the pact Mrs Clinton said,
“The big picture is clear. The transition is on
track, the Afghans are increasingly standing
up for their own security and future, and
NATO remains united in our support”.
With only one year remaining to exit
Afghanistan, the allies are finalising a plan
to shift primary responsibility for combat
to Afghan forces and firming up a strategy
for world support to the weak Afghan
government and fledgling military after 2014.
NATO Chief Anders Fogh Rasmussen also
insisted that, “There is no change whatsoever
in the timeline”.
But it is clear that while some nations will
pull out completely, others will maintain
their presence as an active front. Those
nations which have pursued a 10-year war
against the Taliban-led insurgency wish to
reassure nervous Afghans that they will not

be left to fend for themselves.
The combat shift parallels the withdrawal in
Iraq, where US forces pulled back from lead
roles but remained there for months before a
scheduled end to the war. US military leaders
have not submitted final proposals for how to
ease nearly 70,000 troops into the back seat next
year but are working against a firm deadline to
end the current combat mission by 2015.
The challenges they are facing are the
current events in Afghanistan, where
even few weeks back insurgents staged an
impressive, coordinated attack that struck at
the heart of the US-backed government and
international enclave in Kabul. Meanwhile,
the Taliban leaders are also boycotting peace
talks the US sees as key to a safe exit.
Moreover, as well as the internal situation
in Afghanistan some unresolved issues
between the US and NATO are also affecting

feature story

their engagement in Afghanistan. Mrs
Clinton and Mr Panetta sought to show US
and NATO solidarity and said that they were
“very encouraged” by commitments at the
NATO meetings what actually appeared was
a great sense of war tiredness, as the NATO
meetings on Afghanistan have now entered
their second decade. Some NATO officials
on the basis of anonymity said that they were
making “good progress” in soliciting pledges
but they declined several times to define that
progress in numerical terms.
The critical question about the cost of
supporting the Afghan forces remains
unresolved. Many are asking who is going
to pay billions of dollars a year to support
the Afghan security forces. The US$4
billion in spending is for after 2014, when
the Afghan security forces are expected
to shrink to 230,000 personnel, down
from a peak of 352,000. American officials
have acknowledged that the reduction is
driven largely by financial constraints on
Afghanistan and its allies. The United States
and its partners now spend about $6 billion a
year on Afghanistan’s security forces.
Some Senior American defence officials
travelling with Mr. Panetta to Brussels
acknowledged that they were still short in allied
pledges at a time when the financial crisis in
Europe has led to cuts in defence budgets.
A tentative plan that is under discussion

calls for the United States to contribute about
$2.2 billion or more of the $4 billion annually,
with the Afghan government contributing
$500 million and donations from the allies
covering the remaining $1.3 billion.
US officials say Washington cannot foot
the bill alone. United States wants nations

outside NATO, such as China and Russia,
to chip in, arguing that everyone has a stake
in ensuring Afghanistan does not slide into
chaos. The US acknowledges that despite
progress the US is not meeting its goal of
drawing $1.3 billion annually from other
nations to fund the Afghan armed forces.
The issue of how many international troops
both from the United States and its allies
will remain in Afghanistan after 2014 also
remains unresolved. US and Afghan officials
expect a shift to an Afghan military lead in
combat operations by the middle of 2013, but
the US stresses that it will still have a large
number of forces in Afghanistan as backup.
The stated goal of US involvement is to
deter the al-Qaida terror network from again
using Afghanistan as a base. Karzai also
seems committed to having US forces there,
but their number and roles still need to be
negotiated.
While US-NATO sessions are being held
to put together US and NATO agreements on
the pace of US and allied combat withdrawal
next year, Afghan President Hamid Karzai
raised another condition for the pact to be
finalised. He said the accord must spell out
the annual US commitment to pay billions of
dollars for the cash-strapped Afghan security
forces. The demand threatens to further delay
the key bilateral pact and suggests that Karzai
is worried that the US commitment to his
country is wavering.
But with challenges lying ahead, President
Obama hopes to showcase a long-term
security pact with Afghanistan in Chicago
next month. US, NATO and Afghan officials
assert that they would like to sign the
agreement ahead of the summit, with more
specific military agreements to follow.
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G-8 Minister Summit

G 8 Foreign Ministers 				
			Meet in Washington

By: Andrew Mcneal
democratic reform. Ministers noted the role
G8 can play, including working through
the Deauville Partnership and the Broader
Middle East and North Africa Initiative to
resolve the issues of popular unrest.

Syrian Unrest

G8 Ministers expressed grave concern on
the appalling loss of life and humanitarian
crisis in Syria since their previous meeting.
Against that background, the Ministers
welcome the report of Joint Special Envoy
Kofi Annan that a fragile cessation of
violence has taken effect in Syria despite
isolated incidents. The Ministers call on the
Syrian Government and all parties to comply
fully with all aspects of the six-point plan.

Quartet Principals Meeting

T

he G8 Ministers met in Blair
House in Washington DC on
the invitation of US Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton. During
the two-day meeting, Foreign Ministers
discussed multiple range of countryspecific, regional, and transnational issues
including unrest in Syria, a missile launch
by North Korea, Iran’s nuclear program,
the crisis in the Sahel, and outcomes of the
Middle East Quartet meeting. Welcoming
the participants, Secretary Clinton said: “I
greatly appreciate this opportunity to discuss
in person the many global issues that require
joint leadership from the G8 nations. The
events of this past year… affirm the continued
need for comprehensive international
cooperation, and the G8 is an essential forum
for that”. Realising the fact that the economic
forces have been a key to transitions in
countries over the last year and they directly
affect the process of foreign policy decisionmaking, G8 Ministers discussed the impact
of ongoing political transitions happening
around the world. Additionally, the meeting
also highlighted the continuing positions and
actions to promote security, safety, health,
welfare, and prosperity.
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Political Transformation in the Middle
East and North Africa

Discussing the bottom-up movements
leading to societal transformation across the
Middle East and North Africa, G8 leaders
noticed that those protesting, whether in
public squares or on social networks, are
united by a common demand for rights
and dignity, economic opportunity and

Ministers also reviewed the Quartet
Principals meeting. Commending the
leadership of the Jordanian Government in
advancing dialogue, G8 leaders reiterated
commitment to establish peace in the
Middle East and called on parties to refrain
from unilateral actions.
Ministers also stressed the importance
for a political settlement that will benefit
Palestinian people and safeguard Israel’s
security. The Ministers acknowledged steps
taken by Palestinian Authority to prepare its
institutions for statehood. Noting the March
21st Ad-Hoc Liaison Committee (AHLC)
meeting, they called on the international
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community to ensure the contribution
of $1.1 billion in assistance to meet the
Palestinian Authority’s 2012 recurrent
financing requirements.

Democratisation in Iraq

G8 leaders, while reviewing the political
progress of Iraq, reaffirmed commitment
to strengthen its democratic processes and
agreed that it should move forward through
political dialogue and real power-sharing,
within the framework of the Constitution. G8

also discussed ways to reintegrate Iraq into the
region and wider international community.

peaceful purposes.

Iran’s Nuclear Programme

Ministers voiced renewed concern about
the behaviour of the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea (DPRK) on a wide range
of issues and expressed regret about its
recently announced plan of a missile launch.
Ministers reiterated their condemnation of
DPRK’s uranium enrichment programme,

G8 leaders showed urgent concern over
Iran’s persistent failure to comply with its
obligations under UNSC resolutions and to
meet the requirements of the IAEA Board
of Governors resolutions. However, noting
the prospective resumption of talks between
Iran and the E3+3 (China,
France, Germany, Russia,
the United Kingdom,
the United States, and
the European Union
High
Representative),
Ministers urged Iran to
enter into a sustained
process of constructive
dialogue
without
precondition on the
basis of reciprocity and
a step-by-step approach
to restore international
confidence
in
the
exclusively
peaceful
nature of Iran’s nuclear
program. On the other
hand Iran has always
maintained that their
Nuclear Program is for

Missile Launch by North Korea
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Document for Peace in Darfur and urged
peace negotiations between the Government
of Sudan and all non-signatories.
Ministers stressed that it is the primary
responsibility of Somalia’s Transitional
Federal Government to end the transition
by August 2012 as agreed in the Roadmap
in the Garowe Process. They encouraged all
Roadmap signatories to redouble their efforts,
with support from the UN Political Office for
Somalia and the international community.
Ministers also expressed deep concern over
the escalation of tension between Ethiopia and
Eritrea, calling on parties to avoid any acts that
would increase tensions and to adhere to the
principles of the Algiers Agreement.

Afghan-led Reconciliation Process

ballistic missile program, and continuing
weapons proliferation conducted in violation
of UN Security Council Resolutions. They
urged the DPRK to abandon all of these
programmes in an irreversible manner.

Myanmar By-Elections

The G8 leaders welcomed
the recent significant steps
taken by the Government
of Myanmar toward
democratic reform and
national reconciliation,
including the April 1
parliamentary by-election.
They underlined their
readiness to assist Myanmar
in advancing reforms and
said that the Ministers
will consider the easing of
sanctions.

African Crisis

G8 Ministers recognised
the important progress
in economic growth,
political stability, and
democratisation
that
has been occurring over
recent years on the African
continent.
Ministers were alarmed
by the military clashes
in the region bordering
Sudan and South Sudan.
They affirmed the need for
both countries to reach
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settlement on several issues including oil,
citizenship, borders, the final status of Abyei,
violence in Southern Kordofan and Blue Nile
(“the Two Areas”). They invited parties in
Sudan to foster implementation of the Doha

Ministers emphasised that the Afghan-led
reconciliation process must truly be Afghanowned, as well as inclusive, representing
the legitimate interests of the people of
Afghanistan. They reaffirmed the agreement
reached in Bonn for sustainable levels of
financial support, consistent with the Kabul
process, toward Afghanistan’s economic
development and into the Transformation
Decade (2015-2024). Ministers looked
forward to the ministerial conference on
Afghanistan, to be held in Tokyo in July 2012,
and the G8 Summit at Camp David which
will be key opportunities for the international
community and Afghanistan to demonstrate

Feature Story

mutual long-term commitments.

C ounter Terrorism and Maritime
Security

Ministers reiterated absolute condemnation
of terrorism in all of its forms and
manifestations, including the upsurge in
hostage-taking, and showed concerns,
about continued terrorist attacks in various
countries causing loss of human lives. The
Ministers emphasised that states need to
have the ability to address terrorist threats
within their own borders and regions. They
underscored the UN’s central role in global
counterterrorism efforts and welcomed
achievements of the recently-launched
Global Counter Terrorism Forum (GCTF).
Ministers emphasised that maritime security
is a critical enabler of economic development,
trade and regional stability. They also
urged international community to establish
specialised anti-piracy courts and provide
support for criminal prosecution of pirates.

Climate Change

G8 member states recognize climate
change as a contributing factor to increased
security risks globally and intend to continue
to work domestically and multilaterally to
address climate change.

Enhancing Women Participation
Talking

about

enhancing

women’s

participation
in peace and
decision-making
processes,
the
leaders were of the
view that women
can be powerful
actors as they can
initiate and inspire
more
progress
on human rights,
justice, national
re conci li at ion,
and
economic
r e v i t a l i z at i o n .
Yet women are
regularly excluded,
whether
from
peace negotiations
or in political
transitions. The
leaders expressed
strong
concern
over the continuing
violence against
women
and
girls
worldwide
and over the
fact that gender
discrimination
remains enshrined in many countries’ legal
systems. In response to these concerns,
Ministers noted that the G8 can advance the

implementation of relevant UN Security Council
resolutions and requested G8 experts to develop
options for how the G8 might work together and
with others to enhance the role of women.
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Diplomatic Events

Abu Dhabi - UAE

queen’s birthday

British
Embassy Hosts
HM Queen’s
Birthday
H.M. Ambassador Dominic Jeremy and his wife welcoming the Guests

H.M. Ambassador Dominic Jeremy and HE Sheikh Nahayan bin
Mubarak Al Nahayan

H.E. Dominic Jermey, H.M. Ambassador in
the UAE hosted an impressive ceremony at the
British Embassy in Dubai to mark the H.M.
The Queen’s 86th Birthday Party. The Event
was attended by a large number of diplomats,
officials and distinguished members of the
business community who joined UAE-based
Britons to celebrate the momentous occasion.
H.E. Sheikh Nahayan bin Mubarak Al
Nahayan, UAE Minister of Higher Education
and Scientific Research, attended along with
senior government officials. Welcoming the
guests Ambassador, H.E. Dominic Jermey paid
tribute to the historic and dynamic bilateral
relations between the UAE and the UK. He
also highlighted the UK’s 2012 two historic
milestones, as H.M. the Queen completes 60
years of her reign and London plays host to
the “greatest show on earth” in the shape of the
London Olympics 2012.

More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us

Captain Philip, Rosemary Warwick and Stephan Snedden

HM Ambassador Dominic Jeremy giving his welcome address
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Heather and Simon Savage

H.E. Sheikh Nahayan bin Mubarak Al Nahayan joins diplomats and officials

John and Carey Hart

Susan, Alan Payne, and Nimo Abdo

Manal Harb, British Embassy and guest

Firas and Zuzana Horalkova

Colonel Keith Philips (USA), Mr Leif Olmeborg (Sweden), Major Nail
Gorgundur (Turkey), Colonel Phil Warwick (Australia), Colonel Herve
(France), SFC. Stephen Snedden (USA) and Colonel Demetrios (Greece)

Ms Rose Marie Holt and Ms Jen Keyte

Mr Adrian Hill and spouse
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Diplomatic Events

dubai - UAE

queen’s birthday

HE Guy Warrington, British Consul General and Karen Warrington

British Ambassador & Consul General with UAE Minister HE Rashid Ahmed bin Fahad

British Embassy
Dubai Celebrates
H.M. Queen’s
Birthday
H.E. Guy Warrington, British Consul General
in Dubai hosted a diplomatic reception to mark
the 86th birthday celebrations of H.M. the
Queen in Dubai. Also present on the occasion
was the British Ambassador to the UAE, H.E.
Dominic Jermey who was joined by Guest of
Honour H.E. Rashid Ahmed Bin Fahad, UAE
Minister of Environment and Water. Several
UAE resident Britons, distinguished Emiratis
and community notables also attended the
impressive ceremony that was held in the British
Embassy’s beautiful garden in Dubai. The guests
also paid tribute to the British Consul General
who is completing his tenure in Dubai after four
momentous years.

More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us
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Jeff Lovett and Cheryl

Heather Jeffery & Jamie Tregale

Susan Robertson and Alan Robertson

H.E Dominic Jermey, British Ambassador
with UAE Minister HE Rashid Ahmed
bin Fahad

photo feature

Marwan Al Ajmani, Mustafa Galadari and Ilyas Galadari

Brain Labella and Shayeshteah La Bella

Lousie Donnely, Paul, Robin Appleby and Pentace

Cian O Sullivan, Lucy Clayton, Glodagh Colins & Adian Clayton

James Larsen, Frances James and Justin Siberell, US Consul General

Cake Cutting
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Feature Article

Consul General of Malaysia

Malaysia – UAE

A Special Bond of Friendship
By: Ahmad Fadil Shamsuddin
Consul General of Malaysia
The Consul General of Malaysia writes exclusively for the International
Diplomat outlining the growing relationship between UAE and Malaysia.

T

he Government of Malaysia has
taken dedicated steps to charging
and strengthening the Malaysian
economy and markets, across
sectors and industries. Malaysia completed
2010 with a remarkable growth rate of 7.2 per
cent driven by high domestic consumption
and robust external sectors. For 2011, it grew
by 5 per cent and we are expecting it to grow
at 5.0 to 6.0 per cent for 2012 notwithstanding
the likelihood that the external economic
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situation will continue to be challenging.
Generally, the Malaysian economy has
been relatively resilient. It has been able to
perform because the Malaysian economy is
fundamentally strong and we are politically
stable. The Government of Malaysia is
implementing key measures of the New
Economic Model to propel Malaysia from a
middle-income to a high-income economy
which will be predicated on innovation,
creativity and high value sources of growth.

A key part of this program is the Malaysian
Economic Transformation Program (ETP).
The ETP supported by the 10th Malaysia
Plan and the New Economic Model, will
provide wide-ranging investments and
business opportunities across the economy.
The New Economic Model will converge
new areas of growth in the next five years
in Malaysia through various sectors such
as healthcare travel (health tourism), green
technology including renewable energy and
energy conservation/efficiency, financial
services (integrated Islamic finance),
telecommunication and mobile services,
R&D and design, education and training
services. The Government has implemented
a wide range of measures to improve its
delivery services and increase transparency
and accountability. These measures are
beginning to bear fruit and I wish to highlight
that the World Bank’s Report on the Ease of
Doing Business released in February 2012.
It ranked Malaysia the 18th most competitive
economy in the world, five positions above its
ranking last year . This puts Malaysia ahead
of developed economies such as Germany,
Japan, Taiwan and Switzerland. Malaysia
ranked first in access to credit and 4th in
investment protection.
This is an encouraging finding, and I am
of the view that it also means we have to
do more to become yet more competitive.
So that is our big challenge as we continue
with the implementation of the Malaysian
Government Economic Transformation
Program. We are now fully engaged in the
drive to make the transition from a middle
income to a high income economy, and raise
our per capita income level from US$7,500
to US$15,000 by 2020.
Foreign investors have shown and are
continuing to show significant interest in
making Malaysia a base for their investments
in high value activities including in emerging
technologies. Malaysia received a significant
investment in the electronics and electrical
(E&E) industry, which attracted some USD4
billion or 41 per cent of the total foreign
investments approved amounted to USD 9
billion in 2010.

Bilateral Relations

Malaysia and the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) have reached a new level of friendship
with regular exchange of high-level visits.
Both countries have co-operated successfully
in many areas of common interest for mutual
benefits. Malaysia established its Embassy in
Abu Dhabi in 1983, headed by a Charge d’
Affaires and was subsequently upgraded to
an Ambassadorial post in July 2000. The UAE
established its Embassy in Kuala Lumpur in
October 1995.
Trade between Malaysia and the UAE
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totalled US$7.06 billion last year. This makes
UAE Malaysia’s largest trading partner in the
Middle East. The Malaysian Prime Minister
Datuk Seri Najib Tun Razak was in Abu Dhabi
on 30 January 2011 to officiate at the “Invest
Malaysia 2011” forum specifically in forge
closer investment ties between Malaysia and
the UAE as well as other Gulf countries. The
presence of Her Highness, Sheikha Lubna
Khalid Al Qasimi, Minister of Foreign Trade,
UAE who officiated at the opening of the
fourth Malaysia Services Exhibition (MSE)
in Abu Dhabi in May 2011 also reflected the
UAE’s commitment and continuous support
in enhancing trade and economic relations
between the two countries. The MSE 2011
was a follow up to the successful events held
in Sharjah in 2008 and in Dubai in 2009 and
2010, respectively.
His Highness General Sheikh Mohammed
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the Crown Prince
of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme
Commander of the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) Armed Forces made an official visit to
Malaysia on 17 June 2011. During the visit,
the King of Malaysia, His Majesty Tuanku
Mizan conferred the Seri Maharaja Mangku
Negara, the Malaysian highest award to His
Highness Sheikh Mohammed which carries
the title ‘Tun’.

Bilateral Trade and Investment

Trade and investment relations between
Malaysia and the United Arab Emirates have
witnessed tremendous growth over the past
several years. Total bilateral trade for 2011
amounted to US$7.06 billion, an increase of
6.5% compared to the that of 2010. Export
and import increased to US$4.3 billion
and US$2.73 billion or 5.49% and 7.75%,
respectively. The trade surplus continued
to be in Malaysia’s favor. Malaysia’s major
export items to UAE are electric and
electronic products, jewellery, palm oil,
machinery & parts and metal products.
Export products to UAE are building and
construction materials, processed food and
beverages as well as Halal products and
services. Meanwhile, Malaysia’s major import
items from UAE include crude petroleum,
refined petroleum products, manufacture of
metal, chemical products and jewellery.

chemical and chemical products, rubber
products, plastic products, machinery and
equipment and services activities.

Malaysia-Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) Free Trade Agreement

Malaysia has proposed to commencing
negotiations on the Free Trade Agreement
(FTA) with the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) to further tap into the vast potential
for trade expansion and hopes that
negotiations will commence soon. Malaysia
looks forward to UAE to realize the MalaysiaGCC FTA as soon as possible as there are
vast opportunities and benefits to be gained
from this FTA in terms of trade, investment
and economic cooperation.

Banking and Finance

Malaysia holds the distinction of being
the first country in the world to have a fullyfledged Islamic financial system operating
in parallel with the conventional banking
system. The sukuk market in particular has
become an important avenue for international
fund-raising and investment activities that
generate significant cross-border flows. The
demand for sukuk currently exceeds the
supply, as the high level of surplus savings
in Asia and the Gulf region spurs the strong
demand. Although the size of the market
may seem modest by global standards, the
sukuk market has been registering an average
annual growth of 40 percent. The growth of
the Islamic bond market in particular, in
the current environment also reflects its
cost effectiveness. An increasing number
of multilateral agencies, Government

agencies and the corporate sector including
multinational corporations have relied on
the sukuk market as a source for raising
financing.
The sukuk market has experienced
tremendous growth in the recent few years
from an outstanding amount of USD33
billion in 2006 to USD180 billion as at end
2011. Malaysia is now evolving to become
a major multi-currency bond and sukuk
market. In 2011, Malaysia issued the first 10
year global sovereign USD Sukuk, with the
issuance size of 2 billion, under an innovative
Shariah principle of Wakala which recorded
the lowest absolute yields achieved by an
Asian sovereign for a new USD issuance.
Malaysian and UAE financial institutions
continue to venture into Islamic banking
and finance in order to tap the global Islamic
financial market. Malaysia wishes to invite
UAE banks and financial institutions to
participate in Malaysia as an International
Islamic Financial Centre (MIFC) initiatives.
Foreign and domestic financial institutions
are offered to conduct the full range of
international Islamic banking and Takaful
businesses in foreign currencies under the
new establishments - International Islamic
Bank; International Takaful Operator and
International Currency Business Unit.
The opening of several Abu Dhabi and
Dubai based banks in Malaysia on the
above arrangements were testimony for the
excellent Malaysian Islamic financial system
operations.

UAE Investments in Malaysia

To-date, a total of 21 projects with
investments
in
manufacturing
and
manufacturing related services amounting
to US$87.7 million have been approved from
UAE. In 2011, investments from the UAE in
these sectors in Malaysia are worth US$ 0.22
million compared to US$ 5.6 million in 2010.
Major areas of investment by companies
from the UAE are food processing, fabricated
metal products, wood and wood products,
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C.G. of saudi Arabia
Lisa Crowther

Consul General of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

H.E. Emad Al Madani
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Interview

H.E. Emad Al Madani, the personable Saudi Arabian Consul General, arrived in Dubai in
October 2007. As Consul General for Dubai and the Northern Emirates, his remit is to assist
the resident Saudi expatriate community and support any visiting Saudi tourists. Mr Madani
also works hard to maintain the ‘excellent’ relations that have always existed between the UAE
and his country. Here, he tells the International Diplomat about the ‘phenomenal’ success and
progress of the UAE and why it is becoming an increasingly popular destination for Saudi
nationals to visit.

When Mr Madani arrived in Dubai almost
four years ago with his wife and family, it
was his first post as a Consul General. The
majority of his diplomatic career had been
in Washington DC in the United States
where he was Chief of Protocol for the Saudi
Ambassador to the US for 20 years. This was a
position he enjoyed very much and, as reflected
in the number of years he remained in the
post, it was a both a successful and valuable
experience. Mr Madani explains. ‘Although
the US appointment was a general diplomatic
role, it was an incredible opportunity to meet
many important visiting dignitaries and
officials, both from within the US and from
Saudi Arabia too. It was very a interesting and
exciting time from that perspective.’
After their time in the US, Mr Madani
returned with his family to Jeddah for four
years, where the Embassy and official offices
were located. Following his time in Saudi
Arabia, Mr Madani was delighted to be

appointed Consul General, and particularly in
Dubai. His family readily accepted the chance
to move, having visited the country and been
most impressed on an earlier visit. ‘When I
was told that I was moving to Dubai as Consul
General, we were all delighted and excited.
The whole family were pleased to be coming
here. Dubai is an amazing country for all the
family as there is plenty to do for everyone.’
How did his US posting compare to living
in Saudi Arabia then in Dubai? Although Mr
Madani likens the atmosphere and lifestyle in
Dubai to the US as ‘it is busy place and there is
always lots to do’, his role as a Consul General
is a much more responsible one. ‘I am really at
work for 24 hours a day, and although I enjoy
it, it is a busy and much more responsible and
challenging position. However, as long as you
remain happy in your job and are enjoying it,
then you should continue. I hope to stay here
for as long as possible!’
Mr Madani also has a steady flow of Saudi

Arabian dignitaries who he will met and
greet on a regular basis. ‘Although many of
our official visits take place first and foremost
in Abu Dhabi, as it is the capital, a number
of important high-level visitors from Saudi
Arabia will also come and see Dubai, once
their official business is done, just because
they love to be here!’
Mr Madani also explains that life in Dubai
is comparable in some ways to his native
Saudi Arabia. ‘For a person from Saudi
Arabia, our two countries share customs
and traditions, which makes the UAE a very
easy country to settle in to. It is also a very
modern and progressive country, which
many neighbouring Arab countries, such as
Qatar, aspire to be and would like to emulate’.

Effective Security

It is clear that Mr Madani enjoys his time in
Dubai, but one of the main attractions is the
security of the country, not just politically but
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also as a country with such a multi-national
and expanding population. ‘You can really
feel secure in the UAE. The streets are clean
and safe. This is really due to the amazing
work of the Dubai Head of Police Chief, Lt
General Dahi Khalfan Tamim. What he has
done for security here is really remarkable. He
has made the country a very safe and secure
environment. When my friend was visiting he
commented on how peaceful the city of Dubai
seemed despite the lack of police presence
on the streets. I had to explain that this is
because of the amount of security cameras
everywhere and is down to the excellent work
of the Dubai’s Head of Police.’
In November 2011 General Dahi Khalfan
Tamim was recognized for “his outstanding
work over many decades” when he received
the Arabian Business Lifetime Achievement
Award in honour of his commendable
services to the police force.
Expanding Saudi Expatriate Community
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Although he admits it is difficult to gauge
exactly how many Saudis are living in the
UAE, their presence has grown over the years
and they are involved in a variety of industries
and occupations across the Emirates. Recent
estimates of the Saudi expat population here
are close to 5,000, making them one of the
larger groups of non-Emirati Arabs in the
UAE. Working mostly in commerce and
industry, as well as medicine, law, insurance
and shipping, they are drawn to the UAE for
a variety of reasons as Mr Madani states.
‘People are attracted to the business-friendly
environment of the UAE. Also, because some
other Arab countries are going through some
difficult times, Saudis are looking to visit the
UAE, whereas before they may have travelled
to Egypt or Syria.’
There has also been a marked increase
in the number of Saudis visiting the UAE
as tourists, particularly around the time
of the Umrah and Haj celebrations, when

traditionally they may have travelled to
other Middle-Eastern destinations. According
to Mr Madani ‘Saudi tourisism to the UAE is
a real growth area. Once they visit the UAE
and experience how great it is, they and their
relatives or friends are encouraged to visit.
This is certainly a recent trend that we have
seen, and the Tourist Board here shows there
are increasing numbers of Saudi visitors.’
In terms of services offered to their
countrymen, Mr Madani says they have been
incredibly busy, especially with creating and
processing the visa documents in response to
the growing numbers of Saudi visitors to the
UAE. ‘The number of visa applications was
up to about 10,000 last year, increasing from
around 8,000 before.’ Naturally, with such
an additional headcount of Saudi nationals
flocking to the city, the work at the Saudi
Consulate has also been stretched, as Mr
Madani explains. ‘With such an increased
number of visitors, we have also seen our

interview

workload increase as there are obviously
natural problems that arise when you visit a
country. People lose their visas, or may find
themselves in other trouble where they need
our Consular assistance. These issues have
increased in the last few years.’
Remarking on how much he admires the
UAE and what has been achieved over the
decades; Mr Madani is keen to stress his
admiration the great vision of the country’s
leaders, both past and present. He is also
eager to thank for the people of the UAE for
the special relationship that Saudi Arabia and
the UAE share: ‘I would really like to thank
the Ruler of Dubai, His Highness Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, as well
as all the government Ministers and officials
who have always welcomed the people of
Saudi Arabia and shown them great kindness
here. I am also grateful to my fellow diplomats
who welcomed me personally to Dubai.’
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National Day Events

Abu Dhabi - uae

venezuela

Official Lineup with H.E. Jumaa Mubarak Al Juneibi, Undersecretary of MFA and H.E. Lenin Bandres Ambassador of Venezuela

National Day of
Venezuela
H.E. Lenin Bandres Ambassador of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela,
along with spouse Mrs Magali Horbert celebrated the 201st Anniversary
of Independence of Venezuela. H.E. Jumaa Mubarak Al Juneibi
Undersecretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the United Arab
Emirates honored the celebration with his presence. Members of the
diplomatic and business community joined VVIPs at the ceremony that
also included a portrayal of traditional Venezuelan costumes and dance
performance.

H.E. Lenin Bandres Ambassador of Venezuela during speech

H.E. Lenin Bandres Ambassador of Venezuela, H.E. Jumaa Mubarak
Al Juneibi, Undersecretary of MFA
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More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us

Yousef Al Mahmoud, Embassy of Qatar, Ashkan Nassabi, Embassy
of USA Shukri Alqaisi

photo feature

Emanuela Matutini Liz Oviedo

Ashraf and Kawthar, Venezuela Embassy

Rawad Hamed Soha Nammoura Diana Badawi Jicham Hamed

Dayanna Torres and Nelma

Louis and Sorina Cabanzo

Linda and Bassam Tarabay, Venezuela Embassy Ayman and
Sawsan Abou Takhredine

Mustafa H Al – Sehli H.E. Tamer Mansour, Ambassador of Egypt
Abdulrahman Al Ghamdi
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National Feature

wttc abu dhabi
Lisa Crowther

Abu Dhabi
th
to Host WTTC 13
Global Summit
Tokyo: - In a special closing ceremony at
the 12th World Travel & Tourism (WTTC)
Global Summit in Tokyo, the WTTC
President David Scowsill gave the symbolic
globe to Abu Dhabi’s tourism heads thus,
officially handing over the hosting rights for
the 13th Global Summit to be held in April/
May next year to Abu Dhabi.
Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Atuthority
along with Etihad Airways will be officially
hosting the summit and the President and
Chief Executive Officer of Etihad Airways,
James Hogan has been named as World
Tourism and Travel Council’s (WTTC) Vice
Chairman for the Middle East and Africa.
Speaking at the occasion Hogan said, “It
is an honor for Abu Dhabi to host the 13th
WTTC Global Summit and I am delighted
to have this opportunity to represent the
capital of the United Arab Emirates and to
play a role in promoting travel and tourism
to one of the world’s best kept secrets, Abu
Dhabi, and of course, the best way to get
there – Etihad Airways”. He added that the
event was a valuable opportunity to highlight
the importance of travel and tourism to the
global economy and to the sustainability of
communities, the environment, heritage
and cultures worldwide.
WTTC Global Summit is one of the
most influential in the annual tourism
calendar, bringing together almost
1,000 industry leaders to tackle
some of the most pressing issues
facing the industry. Moreover,
events like WTTC summit will
have a direct impact on Abu
Dhabi’s economic growth
which is expected to grow
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7% annually over the next eight
years to reach AED5.1 billion
(US$1.4 billion) by 2020,
according to ADTCA.
According to the
ADTCA
Chairman
Sheikh Sultan Bin
Tahnoon Al Nahyan,
The The Authority
works
closely
with the hotels,
airlines,
destination

feature story

management companies and other travelrelated organisations in Abu Dhabi to promote
the emirate and raise its international profile
as a upmarket destination offering superb
facilities for the holidaymaker and business
visitor alike.
In parallel with this promotional role,
the Authority is the catalyst in driving and
coordinating the growth and development of
the emirate’s tourism infrastructure, facilities
and services. A major element of this will be
the construction of many additional hotels
to extend and diversify the emirate’s existing
fine range of accommodation options, and we
will also be regulating the industry to ensure
consistently high quality standards.
Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority’s
director general, His Excellency Mubarak Al
Muhairi explained that the entire Abu Dhabi
tourism industry is fully behind the Summit
as it is a platform for us to come together, to
engage with each other and strike up new
ventures, initiatives and relationships.
Director General of Abu Dhabi Tourism
& Culture Authority told that the Summit
delegates would find much more to see and
do in the UAE capital than ever before as Abu
Dhabi has stepped up its tourism offering. He
said, “We have many more attractions, new
beach resorts on Saadiyat Island, new city
centre hotels and a new golf resort”.

emirate’s tourism industry and assisting the
destination’s development while spearheading
its international promotion. With a target for
2.7 million hotel guests by 2012, Abu Dhabi
Tourism Authority has opened international
offices in the UK, France,Germany, Italy,
China and Australia. It continues to develop
and implement targeted marketing and
promotional plans; develop joint promotions
with international and regional partners;
promote a strong and distinct brand presence
at major international trade and consumer
fairs and conduct international and regional
road shows and workshops. Abu Dhabi
Tourism Authority activities carry a distinctive
brand with an inherent “Travelers Welcome”
promise. Abu Dhabi’s visitors are trail blazers,
delighting in its local customs and in firsthand
off-the-beaten-track experiences. They crave
the authenticity, exclusivity and quality which
have now become bywords for the emirate.
Within just five years, Abu Dhabi Tourism
Authority has matured into a world-leading
initiator and award-winning organization,

having, in 2009 been named
“Best Tourism Board” in the
World Travel Awards. The
destination has developed
from only 960,000 hotel
guests in 2004 to one which
now attracts over 1.5 million
hotel guests annually with a
range of accommodation
and attractions which has
earned it important third
party
recommendations
from
leading
travel
guides Lonely Planet and
Frommer’s as a top ten
destination to visit in
2010. Abu Dhabi Tourism
Authority continues to
advance a growing portfolio
of annual events aimed at
enriching the lives of visitors
and residents alike and
delivering heightened destination awareness.
These include: the Al Ain Aerobatics Show; the
European Tour PGA-backed Abu Dhabi Golf
Championship; Gourmet Abu Dhabi; Abu
Dhabi International Triathlon; Abu Dhabi
Desert Challenge; Summer in Abu Dhabi; Abu
Dhabi Adventure Challenge and Rally Abu
Dhabi 2010 – a World Rally Championship
candidate event. The authority is also headline
sponsor of the Abu Dhabi Yacht Show and
the Abu Dhabi Red Bull Air Race. On the
all-important business tourism front, now
emboldened with its “The Happening Place
For Business” theme, the authority partners
the annual Gulf Incentive, Business Tourism
and Meetings event and has helped catalyze
the World Green Tourism Abu Dhabi confex
through its Advantage Abu Dhabi incentive
programme. It has also worked closely with
key stakeholders to secure “host destination”
status for the World Ophthalmology Congress
2012 and the World Routes Development
Forum the same year.

The Abu Dhabi Tourism Authority

Born out of an Abu Dhabi Government
desire for economic diversification away from
its hydrocarbon mainstay and long-term
economic sustainability, Abu Dhabi Tourism
Authority was established in September 2004.
Blessed in many ways with a rich legacy of
natural resources: 400 kilometers of pristine
coastline; 200 natural islands; warm, clean
waters rich in marine life; ancient oases; vast
desert landscapes; an ancient heritage still
being unearthed and a vibrant, cosmopolitan
national capital; Abu Dhabi Tourism Authority
has an extensive mandate for managing the
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Cultural Diplomancy

Thai Food Festival

thailand

h.e. Somchai Charanasomboon and Mrs Viyada
Thailand Ambassador and wife

Peter Obrist, Consul Del Ecuador with wife and Veronique Siklosi Consul Embassy of Belgium

Ambassador
Hosts Thai
Food Festival
Ambassador Somchai and Mrs Viyada with Dr Saeed Al Shamsi

H.E. S omchai C haranas omb o on
Ambassador of Thailand hosted a Thai
festival to highlight the rich cultural
heritage of the Kingdom of Thailand.
The event aimed at Cultural diplomacy,
the guests were given a Royal Thai
welcome as arrived at the event where
they were able to enjoy performances
by artists dressed in traditional Thai
attire in addition to tasting some of the
most delicious Thai cuisine at the newly
opened restaurant at the St Regis Hotel.
Members of the business and diplomatic
community joined UAE based Thai
community for an thoroughly enjoyable
evening.

More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us
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Ladies with jasmine flowers to greet distinguished guests at the entrance

Ladies performing traditional Thai dance

photo feature

Mr Max Sukkhasantikul, Mrs Nanthavin Sukkhasantikul, Mr Somchai Sukkhasantikul,
Mr Krisana Jaemkrajang, Councilor Chatsinee Wutimananon of Royal Thai Embassy Mr
Prachak Svastisinha.

A lady playing the traditional Thai string instrument, the khim.

Ladies performing traditional Thai dance

Mr Smathi Charanasomboon and Ms. Orathai Phannate

Ambassador Clara Martinez Thedy De Safa of Dominican Republic ; and
Consul Peter Obrist of Ecuador

(l-r) Ambassador Askar Mussinov of the Republic of Kazakhstan Ambassador
Lenin Bandres Herrera of the Bolivian Republic of Venezuela
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National Day Events

abu dhabi- uae

south africa

South African Freedom Day

H.E. Yacoob Abba Omar Ambassador of South Africa hosted it’s the South African Freedom Day in Abu Dhabi. This day in
1994 the first democratic elections were held in South Africa under Nelson Mandela, where all adults irrespective of race got
the chance to vote. The celebration was honored by H. E. Saeed Al Shamsi along with members of the diplomatic community.
More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us

Official Lineup with H. E. Saeed Al Shamsi, and H.E. Yacoob Abba Omar Ambassador of South Africa

H.E. Yacoob Abba Omar Ambassador of South
Africa during speech
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Dr Maha Radwan, wife of Ambassador of Egypt, Nadia Hashani,wife of Ambassador of Libya,
Amneh Beltaeib, wife of Ambassador of Tunisia, Leita Taleb, wife of Ambassador of Mauritania

photo feature

Mary from South African Embassy Elwin Buchel Poline and Percy Senwelo Pilane

H.E. Askar Mussinov, Ambassador of Kazakhstan with spouse H.E. Elkhan
Gahramanov, Ambassador of Azerbaijan with spouse

Sheina, Paula and Sheina

Abdulrahman Al Ghamdi and H. Al - Sehli

Wife of Ambassador of South Africa Latiefa

Karin Lauritsch, wife of Ambassador of Austria, Evgenia Andreev, wife of Ambassador
of Russia and Constanza Velez Vallejo, wife of Ambassador of Columbia
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Freedom Day Events

dubai - uae

south africa

The Consul Generals and the Chief Guest.

South African
Freedom Day
H.E Fanus Schoeman, The Consul General of South Africa in Dubai hosted a
diplomatic reception to mark the South African Freedom day in Dubai. The
Minister of Education H.E Humaid Mohammad Obaid Al Qutami graced the
occasion with his presence along with diplomats, business leaders and memvers of
the South African community in Dubai and Northern Emirates.
More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
Mr Richard Harris President of SABC

H.E Fanus Schoeman and Wife
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If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us

H.E Fanus Schoeman CG, South Africa, Dr Pietie Loubser

photo feature

H.E Klaus Ranner, CG Germany and Wife

The Minister H.E Humaid Mohammad Obaid al Qutami joins The
Host for cake cutting

H.E Ahmed Fadil Shamsuddin CG Malaysia and Wife

Bridget Calder, Simon Calder

H.E Tariq Iqbal Soomro CG Pakistan and Wife

H.E Humaid Mohammad Obaid al Qutami Minister of Education
and H.E Fanus Schoeman

H.E Fanus Schoeman Welcoming the guests.

H.E Young Jong Hong, CG Korea and Wife
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Diplomatic Events

Abu Dhabi - uae

Official Opening by H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crowne Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces

Official Opening by
Sheikh Sultan Bin
Tahnoun Al Nahayan
H.E. Grace Relucio Princessa, Ambassador of Philippines Souad Mannai,
Wife of Head of Arab Monetary Fund H.E. Tamer Mansour, Ambassador of
Egypt Dr Maha Radwan, Wife of Ambassador of Egypt Magali Horbert, Wife
of Ambassador of Venezuela

Amneh Beltaeib, Wife of Ambassador of Tunisia Alia Amin, Wife of Head
of IRENA Aytan Gahramanov, Wife of Ambassador of Azerbaijan Martha
Hlophe, Wife of Ambassador of Swaziland
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The 22nd Abu Dhabi Book Fair was inaugurated by HH
Sheikh Sultan bin Tahnoun Al Nahayan in presence
of Ambassadors representing different countries. On
the occasion the Diplomatic Group for Spouses of
Ambassadors organized a book launching ceremony to
exhibit their newly launched storybook for children –
“On the Wings of a Tale”. The book contains 25 stories
from different countries including the United Arab
Emirates. All stories were provided by the spouses of
Ambassadors, each of which represents a story from
their own country. The effort was organized by Dr
Maha Radwan, wife of Ambassador of Egypt, Magali
Horbert, wife of Ambassador of Venezuela and Souad
Al Mannai, wife of Head of Arab Monetary Fund, in
addition to other Spouses of ambassadors. Also present
on the occasion was Wendy Lewis, the President of the
Diplomatic Group for Spouses of Ambassadors.
More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us
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Diplomatic Events

Abu Dhabi - uae

Margaret Hurtado with a guest, Embassy of USA

Lana Madden, Wife of Ambassador of Ireland Wendy Lewis, Wife of
Ambassador of Canada Vania Henry, Wife of Ambassador of Luxembourg

Margaret Hurtado, Embassy of USA Chi Soon Kwon, Wife of Ambassador of
Korea Yuying Ma Chao, Wife of Ambassador of China Wendy Lewis, Wife of
Ambassador of Canada

Armine Melikian, Wife of Ambassador of Armenia Dr Maha Radwan,
Wife of Ambassador of Egypt

Group of Spouses of Ambassadors
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